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HEALING IS A JOURNEY



TODAY’S 
CONVERSATION
My Story

The Healing Process

• Vulnerability and Trust 

• Choosing a Therapist - EMDR

• Yoga and Meditation

• Somatic Experiencing 

• Experiential Trauma Rehab Programs 

• Faith

• Community 

• Coaching

• Personal Relationships

• Self-Reliance 

Complex PTSD vs. Single Incident PTSD

Info for Therapists and Policy Leaders

Networking 



SERIOUS CAN BE FUN



MY HERO'S JOURNEY

29 Career Transition

23 Professional Firefighter and Physical Injury 

18 Began career as EMT/Paramedic



MY AWAKENING
“TELL ME WHAT IT IS YOU WANT TO DO WITH YOUR ONE WILD AND PRECIOUS LIFE?”



NUMBERS 
WORTH 
REMEMBERING

77% of Firefighters won’t get help due to stigma 
– they also fear losing their job or promotion

71% Never received mental health training 

90% Believe AWARENESS will lead to more 
resources

13,680,000 Men report being depressed

1:4 Men spoke to a mental health professional

Men are 4x more likely to kill themselves



WHAT FIRST RESPONDERS SEE 
ACROSS AMERICA

10 Million + Domestic Violence Cases

610,000 Heart Related Deaths

45,000 Suicides

33,000 Traffic Fatalities

17,000 Homicides

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

http://arkansasgopwing.blogspot.com/2016/10/everysecondcounts-for-first-responders.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


PTSD & TOTAL HEALTH

Your Brain = Hormone Control Center

Your Brain = Breathing Center

Your Brain = Thought Center 

Your Brain = Pain Center 

Brain Health is Important! 

Unhealthy brains = high stress levels which release hormones 
causing inflammation which lead to disease – cancer, 
Alzheimer's, auto-immune, etc.. We currently focus on 
prescribing once we reach the disease state, not the other way 
around.

Brain Scans – Monks & Meditation

ACEs Study – Kaiser Permanente 



COMPLEX PTSD VS 
SINGLE EVENT

Complex PTSD – Solved when we 
deal with the thing under the thing; at-
risk for suicide 

ACEs increases risk for complex PTSD

Unraveling a Lifetime vs Focused Event 

Family dynamics and pre-trauma are 
important resiliency factors

9/11 survivors 



HEALING PROCESS VS MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT



AWARENESS AKA WARNING SIGNS 
Behavioral Change – happy guy to grumpy guy vice versa, pushing people away

Pattern Change – on time to late, increased use of sick days, not focused, late bills

Affect Change – agitated, flat, checked-out

Coping Mechanisms – eating, drugs, sex, alcohol, spending money, new toys, prescription pills

Relationship Issues – divorce, breakups, volatility, drama, abuse (verbal or physical)

Avoidance – MIA at networking events, friends events, social events, etc.

Insomnia – nightmares, night sweats, bad dreams, poor sleeping patterns

Physical Change – weight loss, weight gain, puffy face, healthy to unhealthy look, high BP, labs

High Risk Activities – extreme sports, new found fascination with guns



THERAPY TIME
Trauma is Truth

EAP doesn’t tell you much about the provider so try Google!

• Success rate and return to work rate

• Knowledge of veteran or first responder culture and policies

• Advanced certifications, i.e. EMDR, Somatic Experiencing, 
Neurofeedback, Neuro-effective touch to limit talk therapy

• Belief in drugs vs meditation, yoga, somatic work, psychodrama

• Note taker or empathetic listener who facilitates timely change

• Group therapy to connect each other for support outside of 1:1

• What is the therapists life like? Healthy, positive, lived experience?

MFT or Psychologist – Titles don’t define success rates. Knowledge of 
trauma does. 

• Interview each other to determine fit or refer out

• Sliding Scale

• Homework and Accountability 



THE PLATEAU 

Therapist can’t access childhood trauma and misses the mark –
have they done their own work to deal with pre-trauma?

Therapist is limited in treatment options and won’t refer out

System does not offer more options – tied too much to classical 
training

Limited sessions due to cost of therapy or access during work hours

Male – Female relationship limiting what one feels comfortable 
sharing

Frustrated with therapy 

Need time for self-discovery and personal growth

Enough talking about what is wrong. Time to figure out how to focus 
on what is right and re-wire the mind

First Responder can’t admit certain thoughts – end of career



GUIDANCE

Coaching Counseling



YOGA & 
MEDITATION 
Yoga – Physical or Mental Pain

Iyengar Yoga - Alignment focused

Use of blocks, chairs, straps

Take a 2 Week Teacher Training

Expensive and Needs to be Covered by 
Insurance! 

Meditation

Mantra, Walking, Breath, Guided 

Re-wires Neural Pathways

21 Days to Form New Habit

You Can Use Insight Timer or Headspace



SOMATIC EXPERIENCING 

Peter Levine – Find practitioners 
online

Re-sets parasympathetic nervous 
system

Does not involve re-traumatizing 
the person using talk therapy 

Self-regulation when triggered 

Watch Peter Levine’s video 
discussing trauma using a slinkee



EMOTIONAL 
FREEDOM TECHNIQUE 

Psychological acupressure technique

Brings person out of frozen state

Uses ancient meridians 

Begin tapping top of head down to 
wrist

“I love and accept myself even though I 
have this (insert fear, feeling, memory)”



HYPNOSIS

Requires One to Come Into Truth

Subconscious Mind Needs Help

Re-wire

Custom Recording to Re-Frame 
Thoughts 

Mind is Suggestible – Positive or 
Negative 



EXPERIENTIAL TRAUMA 
PROGRAMS

Create a safe container for sharing personal information 

Teach new skills by breaking habits

Normalize the issue(s) therapists focus on as “disorders”

Speak in truth

Understand you’re not alone

Get you moving and breaking through fear in a safe way

Have the support of others to call upon for advice in all 
areas of life

Remind you how strong you are by giving you tools to 
move forward 



PERSONAL 
RELATIONSHIPS –
TRAUMA BONDS

We meet where our wounds began

We mirror what we need to heal

We can heal together if we are 
awake

We can separate if we choose to 
grow as we heal

Trauma drives us towards a higher 
path as we go from survivor to 
thriver



ADDICTION 

Alcohol

Drugs

Sex

Consumerism 

Working Out

High Risk Activities 

Gossip

Social Media/Endless Scroll



FAITH

“Consider it pure joy, my brothers and sisters, whenever you face 
trials of many kinds, because you know that the testing of your faith 
produces perseverance. Let perseverance finish its work so that you 
may be mature and complete, not lacking anything. If any of you 
lacks wisdom, you should ask God, who gives generously to all 
without finding fault, and it will be given to you. But when you ask, 
you must believe and not doubt, because the one who doubts is like 
a wave of the sea, blown and tossed by the wind.”  James Ch 1. 

“We are what we think. All that we are arises with our thoughts. 
With our thoughts we make the world. Speak or act with a pure 
mind and happiness will follow you as your shadow, unshakeable. In 
this world hate never yet dispelled hate. Only love dispels hate. This 
is the law, ancient and inexhaustible.” The Buddha 



SELF-REALIZATION 

Self-affirming thoughts  “I AM”

Self-awareness of subconscious thought

Self-achievement meeting goals

Self-care

Law of Attraction

Power Thoughts 

Spiritual Retreat 



RETURNING TO WORK

Stigma and Bias

Workers’ Compensation – Therapy Notes Do’s 
and Dont’s

Attitudes 

Post Traumatic Growth and Leadership 

ADA Accommodations 

New Calling as You Awaken



DRIVING CHANGE

We Have the Data. Now What?

Labor vs Management Politics

Top Down Leadership

Storytelling to Break Stigma + Highlight 
Success Stories and the Dedication to Heal

Organizational Change – Current and Future 
Employees

Collaboration and Collective Action –
Veterans + First Responder Agencies 

Integration

Policy

Awareness



HEROIC SERVICE NEEDS TO BE EQUAL

Veterans

Unified Beliefs, Policy, & Support

Healthcare for Life

Standardized Disability Benefits 

GI Bill

Hiring Preference Points

Employer Tax Credit

Home Loans

First Responders

Competition Across PD, Fire, & EMS

COBRA

State, County, Self-Insured Benefits

Zero Educational Benefits/Scholarships

Treated as Civilian 

No Tax Credit/Transactional Benefit

Banks Do Not Care



YOUR LIFE MATTERS

Your significance is not 
determined by your headshot 
and resume; it’s determined by 
your heart.



LET’S CONNECT

www.DrewAversa.com

Coaching | Speaking | Consulting 


